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NEOARM BASIC LINE  

FORATA S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe, perforated upper side, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, ergonomic 
insole, polyurethane outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE ANTINFORTUNISTICHE FORATE ESTIVE S1P Grey EN 345-1 38-47 1

BASSA S1P   

Pigmented leather low-cut shoe,  wide fitting for an excellent comfort, breathable lining, steel toe and 
puncture steel resistant midsole. Rapid slip-off device. Dual-density outsole abrasion and oil resistant, 
antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE ANTINFORTUNISTICHE BASSE S1P Black EN 345-1 36-47 1

ALTA S1P   RAPID SLIP-OFF DEVICE

Pigmented leather shoe, wide fitting for an excellent comfort, breathable lining, steel toe and puncture 
resistant steel midsole. Rapid slip-off device. Dual-density outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE ANTINFORTUNISTICHE ALTE S1P Black EN 345-1 35-47 1

ANNONE S3   RAPID SLIP-OFF DEVICE

Grain leather shoe, waterproof and breathable, wide fitting for an excellent comfort, breathable lining 
resistant to water absorption, steel toe 200 joule resistant and puncture resistant steel midsole. Rapid 
slip-off device. Dual-density polyurethane outsole, antistatic and oil resistant.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE ANNONE Black EN 345-1 36-48 1
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TRIAL ALTA BLU S1P   

Suede high shoe with fabric inserts, toe protection, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, ergo-
nomic insole, polyurethane outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic, anti-slip.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE TRIAL ALTE BLU Blue EN 345 38-47 1

TRIAL BASSA BEIGE S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe with fabric inserts, toe protection, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, 
ergonomic insole, polyurethane outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic, anti-slip.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE TRIAL BASSE BEIGE Beige EN 345 38-47 1

TRIAL ALTA BEIGE S1P   

Suede high shoe with fabric inserts, toe protection, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, ergo-
nomic insole, polyurethane outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic, anti-slip.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE TRIAL ALTE BEIGE Beige EN 345 38-47 1

SANDALI ANTINFORTUNISTICI S1P/SANDAL S1P   

Suede sandal, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, breathable lining, polyurethane outsole 
abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic, anti-slip.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SANDALI ANTINFORTUNISTICI S1P Blue navy EN 345-1 38-47 1
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TRIAL BASSA BLU S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe with fabric inserts, toe protection, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, 
ergonomic insole, polyurethane outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic, anti-slip.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE TRIAL BASSE BLU Blue EN 345 38-47 1

COLORADO S1P   

Suede high shoe, breathable lining, 200 joule steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole. Polyurethane 
outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE COLORADO Sand EN 345-1 37-47 1

ALTE  MT  S1-P   RAPID SLIP-OFF DEVICE

Pigmented leather high shoe, non-woven fabric lining, steel toe and puncture resistant steel midsole, 
METETARSAL protection, dual-density polyurethane outsole abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE ALTE MT S1-P Black EN 345-1 39-48 1
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NEOARM K LINE  

K ANNONE S3   RAPID SLIP-OFF DEVICE

Wear resistant grain leather high shoe, waterproof, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, 
composite toe, rapid slip-off device, outsole with polyurethane pads, oil resistant and antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K ANNONE S3 Black EN 345-1 36-48 1

K BENACO  S3   

Wear resistant grain leather low-cut shoe, waterproof, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, 
composite toe, rapid slip-off device, outsole with polyurethane pads, oil resistant and antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K BENACO B/S3 Black EN 345-1 36-48 1

K CORTINA S3   

Wear resistant grain leather high shoe, waterproof, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, 
composite toe, rapid slip-off device, outsole with polyurethane pads, oil resistant and antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K CORTINA M/S3 Black/Grey EN 345-1 36-48 1

K LIBERTY S3   

Wear resistant grain leather low-cut shoe, waterproof, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, 
composite toe, rapid slip-off device, outsole with polyurethane pads, oil resistant and antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K LIBERTY B/S3 Brown/Orange EN 345-1 36-48 1
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K CADORE S3   

Wear resistant suede high shoe, waterproof, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, compo-
site toe, rapid slip-off device, outsole with polyurethane pads, oil resistant and antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K CADORE Beige EN 345-1 36-48 1

K RETEX S3   

Wear resistant textile high shoe, waterproof, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, compo-
site toe, rapid slip-off device, outsole with polyurethane pads, oil resistant and antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K RETEX S3 Black/Blue EN 345-1 36-48 1

K GRETA/2479 S3   RAPID SLIP-OFF DEVICE

High shoe waxed leather. The upper side MICROLEATHER material to give greater lightness and excellent 
performance, reflective material inserts. PU outsole anti-oil, anti-wear, anti-static. Tang made   with side 
gusset to prevent the intrusion inside dirt, moisture and debris. TPU shank reinforcement material to 
protect the ankle from sprains and bruises. Foil fabric midsole. Composite toe cap. Anti-pulping fabric to 
preserve the ankle socks wear.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K ALTE S3 GRETA/2479 Black EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

K CAPRI/2450 S3   

Low-cut shoe waxed leather. The upper side MICROLEATHER material to give greater lightness and excel-
lent performance, reflective material inserts. PU outsole anti-oil, anti-wear, anti-static. Tang made   with 
side gusset to prevent the intrusion inside dirt, moisture and debris. TPU shank reinforcement material to 
protect the ankle from sprains and bruises. Foil fabric midsole. Composite toe cap. Anti-pulping fabric to 
preserve the ankle socks wear.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K BASSE S3 CAPRI/2450 Black EN ISO 20345 39-47 1
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K ROMY CALIPSO S1P   

Suede and nylon low-cut shoe, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, composite toe. Outso-
le with polyurethane pads, abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K ROMY CALIPSO B/S1P Beige EN ISO 20345 39-47 1

K CHINI S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, composite toe. Outsole with 
polyurethane pads, abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K CHINI   B/S1P Kaki EN 345-1 36-48 1

K COLBA S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, composite toe. Outsole with 
polyurethane pads, abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K COLBA   B/S1P Kaki EN 345-1 36-48 1

K ESTER S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, composite toe. Outsole with 
polyurethane pads, abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K ESTER S1P Grey/Orange EN 345-1 36-48 1
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K MICRA S1P   

Suede low-cut shoe, breathable lining, puncture resistant fabric midsole, composite toe. Outsole with 
polyurethane pads, abrasion and oil resistant, antistatic.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE K MICRA B/S1P Grey/Yellow EN 345-1 36-48 1
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KG HRO LINE  

BOMBER HRO B/S1P   

Soft suede low-cut shoe, breathable collar and top fabric lining, comfortable and breathable EVA foam 
insole. Aluminum toe and composite  midsole. Vibram ® Nitrile outsole anti-slip and heat resistant up to 
+300°C (HRO).

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG BOMBER HRO B/S1P Grey EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

CICLONE HRO A/S3   

Grain leather high shoe, breathable collar and top fabric lining, comfortable and breathable EVA foam 
insole. Composite toe and composite  midsole. Nitrile outsole anti-slip and heat resistant up to +300°C 
(HRO).

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG CICLONE HRO A/S3 Brown EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

ETNA  HRO A/S3   

Grain leather high shoe, breathable collar and top fabric lining, comfortable and breathable EVA foam 
insole. Composite toe and composite  midsole. Nitrile outsole anti-slip and heat resistant up to +300°C 
(HRO).

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG ETNA HRO A/S3 Black EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

GLOBAL LOW HRO B/S1P   

Soft suede low-cut shoe, breathable collar and top fabric lining, comfortable and breathable EVA foam 
insole. Composite toe and composite  midsole. Nitrile outsole anti-slip and heat resistant up to +300°C 
(HRO).

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG GLOBAL LOW HRO B/S1P Black EN ISO 20345 38-47 1
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GLOBAL MID HRO A/S1P   

Soft suede high shoe, breathable collar and top fabric lining, comfortable and breathable EVA foam inso-
le. Composite toe and composite  midsole. Nitrile outsole anti-slip and heat resistant up to +300°C (HRO).

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG GLOBAL MID HRO A/S1P Black EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

TORNADO HRO B/S3   

Grain leather high shoe, breathable collar and top fabric lining, comfortable and breathable EVA foam 
insole. Composite toe and composite midsole. Nitrile outsole anti-slip and heat resistant up to +300°C 
(HRO).

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG TORNADO HRO B/S3 Brown EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

SLIP RESIST A/S3   

Grain leather high shoe, breathable fabric lining, Composite toe and composite innersole. Super light 
outsole made of special synthetic material oils and acids resistant, antistatic and non marking. Specially 
suitable for the building industry for working on steep and slippery surfaces such as roofs and ramps and 
for the food industry.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KG SLIP RESIST HRO A/S3 Black EN ISO 20345 38-47 1

SCARPONE ALASKA HRO S3   

Professional safety boot with composite toe and composite midsole, removable footbed, waterproof, 
reinforced heel. Nitrile rubber outsole with anti-slip pads and retractable nails, hydrocarbons resistant, 
heat resistant up to +300°C (HRO).

Descrizione Color Size Size

SCARPONE KG ALASKA HRO S3 Black 41-46 1
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KC LINE  

CRAG A/S3 SRC   

Water-repellent leather high shoe; breathable, antibacterial, absorbent and wear resistant lining; EVA and 
fabric anatomic pricked insole antistatic, ensure high stability thru different thickness along the plantar 
surface. Dual-density polyurethane outsole, non metallic midsole and steel toe.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KC CRAG  A/S3 SRC  PELLE MARR. Brown EN ISO 20345 39-47 1

RED SEA B/S1P   

Pricked suede low-cut shoe, breathable, absorbent and wear resistant lining; EVA and fabric anatomic pri-
cked insole antistatic, ensure high stability thru different thickness along the plantar surface. Dual-density 
polyurethane outsole, non metallic midsole and toe.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

SCARPE KC RED SEA B/S1P  SCAM.FORATA Beige EN ISO 20345 36-48 1
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INSOLE  

SCHOLL GEL   

The Scholl insole are recommended for use with the safety shoes as a further protection thru the perfect 
adaptation to the foot morphology and the absorption of the energy produced by the impact of the foot 
on the ground, ensuring its return to the original dimensions when released. 
1) Reinforced zone for a beneficial and continuous massaging effect. 
2) GEL insert; micro-vibrations and shock absorption up to 6.5 joules, 3 times higher compared to a 
traditional insole. 
3) Shape memory. 
4) Pre-formed anatomic shape. 
5) Pricked front for a better aeration of the foot. 
6) Abrasion resistant fabric flap. 
7) Antistatic properties. 
8) Soft EVA compound for the best comfort during the walk. 
9) Special EVA compound for higher arch support.

Descrizione Size

SCARPE SOLETTA SCHOLL GEL 39-46 1

SCHOLL GELX3   

The Scholl insole are recommended for use with the safety shoes as a further protection thru the perfect 
adaptation to the foot morphology and the absorption of the energy produced by the impact of the foot 
on the ground, ensuring its return to the original dimensions when released. 
1) GelX3 has a triple combined action: a) Anti-fatigue, b) Protective, c) Preventive. 
2) Innovative material undeformable, versatile and performant, designed to optimize the well-being. 
3) Energy absorption with GelX3. 
4) Energy absorption with traditional insole. 
5) Abrasion resistant fabric, pricked for optimal aeration. 
6) Soft GelX3 compound on the metatarsal support points for a better comfort. 
7) Special GelX3 compound for higher arch support. 
8) Soft GelX3 compound on the heel area , up to 9,5 joules shock absorption, 4 times higher compared to 
a traditional insole.

Descrizione Size

SCARPE SOLETTA SCHOLL SYNCRO GELX3 39-46 1

SOLETTA TERMOFORMATA/THERMOFORMED 
INSOLE   

Descrizione Size

SCARPE SOLETTA TERMOFORMATA 39-47 1
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SAFETY BOOTS  

DUMPER GIALLO S5   

PVC/Nitrile antistatic knee boots, fabric lining, yellow upper, black lug outsole. Complete with steel toe 
and steel midsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIVALI DUMPER GIALLO S5 EN 345 S5 39-47 1 6

DUMPER SAFETY PLUS S5   

PVC/Nitrile antistatic knee boots, fabric lining, black upper, red lug outsole. Complete with steel toe and 
steel midsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIVALI DUMPER SAFETY PLUS S5 EN 345 S5 40-47 1 6

TRUCKER-EOLE S5   

PVC/Nitrile knee boots 2-2,5mm thick, fabric lining, blue color, removable insole with anti-sweat AVS (Air 
Ventilation System), PVC/Nitrile outsole antistatic, oil resistant, anti-slip, removable insole cover made of 
antistatic food quality pricked washable PVC, black leg with reflective inserts. Complete with steel toe and 
steel midsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIVALI EOLE BLU S5 ISO 6110-6112 36-47 1 6

CASEAR S4   

PVC/Nitrile knee boots, fabric lining, white upper, beige lug outsole. With steel toe.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIV.CASEAR S4 EN 345 S4 40-47 1 6
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DUNLOP SAFETY PLUS THIGH SP-B   

Thigh boots made of a blend of PVC and Nitrile rubber, oils and acids resistant, outsole with suction pads. 
Complete with steel toe and steel midsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIVALI DUNLOP SAFETY PLUS THIGH EN 345 SB-P 40-47 1 6

DUNLOP SAFETY PLUS CHEST SP-B   

Chest Wader made of a blend of PVC and Nitrile rubber, oils and acids resistant, outsole with suction pads. 
Complete with steel toe and steel midsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIVALI DUNLOP SAFETY PLUS CHEST EN 345 SB-P 40-47 1 6
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NON SAFETY BOOTS  

JOLLY TRONCHETTO/ANKLE   

PVC ankle boots, fabric lining, green color, with lug outsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIV.JOLLY TRONCHETTO EN 347-1 39-47 1 6

JOLLY GINOCCHIO/KNEE   

PVC knee boots, fabric lining, green color, with lug outsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIV.JOLLY GINOCCHIO EN 347-1 39-47 1 6

JOLLY TUTTACOSCIA/THIGH   

PVC thigh boots, fabric lining, green color, with lug outsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIV.JOLLY TUTTA COSCIA EN 347-1 39-47 1 6

JOLLY SCAFANDRO/CHEST WADER   

PVC chest wader boots, fabric lining, green color, with lug outsole.

Descrizione Conforms to Size

STIV.JOLLY SCAFANDRO EN 347-1 39-47 1 6
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UNIVERSAL TRONCHETTO/ANKLE   

PVC ankle boots, fabric lining, beige lug outsole.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

STIVALI UNIVERSAL TRONCHETTO Brown or Green EN 347-1 39-47 1 6

UNIVERSAL GINOCCHIO/KNEE   

PVC knee boots, fabric lining, beige lug outsole.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

STIVALI UNIVERSAL GINOCCHIO Brown or Green EN 347-1 39-47 1 6

UNIVERSAL TUTTACOSCIA/THIGH   

PVC thigh boots, fabric lining, beige lug outsole.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

STIVALI UNIVERSAL TUTTA COSCIA VERDI Green EN 347-1 39-47 1 6

UNIVERSAL SCAFANDRO/CHEST WADER   

PVC Chest Wader boots, fabric lining, beige lug outsole.

Descrizione Color Conforms to Size

STIV.UNIVERSAL SCAFANDRO VERDI Green EN 347-1 39-47 1 6
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